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In designing an impulse radiating antenna (IRA) (of either reflector or lens variety) various shapes of the

antenna aperture are possible. In the case of a reflector IRA with four symmetrically positioned feed arms, the feed

arms determine the feed impedance and the fields incident on the antenna aperture. By appropriate choice of the

aperture boundary one can include those portions of the aperture with electric field oriented in a direction that adds

to the aperture equivalent height, while deleting those portions that do not As a canonical problem, using a thin-

wire approximation for the feed arms, the equivalent height of a rectangular aperture is considered and compared to

a circular aperture filling the same physical height.
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In [4] the positioning of the feed arms to illwninate an IRA aperture was extended from the configuration

in [1], in which the four-arm configuration (nominally 200 Q) with the planes of the arms separated by 90° (right

angle), to more general angles (e.g., ~ of first feedarm plane moving from 45° to 60°). This increased the

equivalent height ha of the aperture proportional to sin(~), but also raised the feed impedance (for same feed-
y

arm dimensions), giving competing factors to optimize.

In the present paper we consider other shapes than circular disks for the aperture. This will allow us to

consider which portions contribute to ha and which diminish it and, hence, can be profitably removed.y
Asswning that one has a confined space in which to fit the aperture (e.g., a maximwn height) then one can design

the aperture shape to maximize the far field (Le., via ha ). We first have some qualitative considerations for the
y

common case of four edge-on flat-plate feed arms. This is followed by the case of a four-thin-wire feed for which

analytic formulae are obtained for a rectangular aperture, thereby extending the results of [2].

-+ -+ Vo 1 -+ r
Ef(r,t) = ---- ha 8a(t--)

r 2n;cyrg C

t = 0 == time step-function plane wave arrives on antenna aperture Sa

r == distance from aperture plane to observer

r Zc Au . I· ledan faJ g == - = - == geometrtca unp ce ctor
Zo Av

I
C = [110&0 ri == speed oflight = 2.997925 x 108 mls

I

Zo = [:Y = 376.73 Q

-+ -+ I -+ dV(t-f)
Ef(r,t) = --- ha dt2n;rc.fg



ha = ha - jha = _1 f dw«() dxdy
x y Av d;

Sa

j~ • jtj> • 1~ •= - w«)d; = - u«)d; = -- v«)d;
2Av Av Av

Ca Ca Ca

w(;) ::::u(~)+ jv(;) == complex potential function

; :::: X + jy == complex coordinate on aperture plane

Au == change in the electric potential u between conductors (taken positive)

Av == change in the magnetic potential in going around the conductors
(if two, those with the same sign of currrent), also taken positive

Ca == aperture contour (boundary of Sa) with integral taken in the usual positive direction

Our convention here is such as to make hay positive, corresponding to the positive Ey propagating from a

paraboloidal reflector to Sa (after reflecting an incident negative Ey at the reflector) due to upper feed arms

positive, and bottom ones negative. (For a lens IRA the sign is reversed.)

The reader can note tha the design of the aperture shape is separable (to some degree) from the feed-arm

design. The spherical TEM wave incident on the reflector (or lens) has its spatial distribution determined by the

feed arms (four in the typical case, two upper ones + , two lower ones -). Considering this as given, the problem

is then to use the desirable portions of this incident field as it appears in the antenna aperture.



Consider the configuration in Fig. 2.1. This has the four flat-plate cones for the TEM feed as discused in

[1]. Here we have the stereographic projection to give a two-dimensional structure as discussed in [3]. The

complex , plane can also be written in polar form as

, = '¥eN = '¥ cos(9S) + j'¥ sin(9S)

'¥ == cylindrical radius, 9S == azimuth

The feed structure has four symmetry planes if Jl"o = Jl" / 4 (45°) located on 9S= 0, Jl" / 4, Jl" / 2, 3Jl" / 2 including the

extension through the origin. By appropriate connections the feed plates can have the ones in quadrants 1 and 2 as

Vo /2 with those in quadrants 3 and 4 as -Vo /2. This makes the Y = 0 plane (with extension perpendicular to

the Y axis) a plane with respect to which the incident electric field is antisymmetric [5], allowing the y = 0 plane

to be a conducting plane (metal sheet) if desired. With respect to the x = 0 plane the electric field is symmetric so

that for x = 0 there is only an E~nc). Keeping at least one of these two planes as a symmetry plane for the

antenna aperture Sa' then ha is the only nonzereo component of the aperture equivalent height, and hence ofy
the far electric field on boresight

Note the circle of radius a defining possible choice of antenna apectuere. This is the case often considred

in the past. In particular, this circle is significant as the radius for reciprocation symmetry [6]. By reciprocation

symmetry we mean that a mapping from '¥ to a2 / '¥ for each 9Sleaves the geometry invariant. As indicated in

Fig. 2.1, this is precisely the case for the feed arms (inner radius b, outer radius a2 / b). Not only is Zc invariant

under this transformation, but on the circle of radius a the incident electric field is tangential to the circle, i.e., has

only a 9Scomponent

With our constraint of reflection symmetry with respect to x = 0, then the incident electric field must be

exactly zero at ,= ±ja. If the electric field is zero there (and small near there), the presence of a reflector (or

lens) near there adds very little to ha • Then this potential part of the antenna aperture is not needed and they
associated reflector (or lens) there can be eliminated.

Eliminating regions near ,= ±ja from the antenna aperture cuts top and bottom portions from

the aperture. Equivalently for some ±Ymax (Ymax < a) this reduces the vertical aperture extent, or allows

one to increase a (and hence ha ) for a given allowed Ymax for our antenna aperture.
y
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Continuing, consider the region near one of the feed arms (as stereographically projected on the aperture

plane), in this case near number 2 (on ~ =3n / 2 ) in the second quadrant of the ( plane. The incident field above

(and to the right) of this feed arm has an electric field with a component in the +y direction which subtracts in

the aperture integral from the dominant electric field pointed in the -y direction as indicated in the center of the

aperture «( = 0).

The region above arm 2 (near it) needs to be removed from the antenna aperture to increase the

magnitude of ha . This applies to symmetrical regions (with respect to the two symmetry planes) near they
other three arms.

The electric field near the inner edge of arm 2 ('P = b ) points perpendicular to this edge (line parallel to

the z axis). Consider a line extending from this edge to the right (parallel to the x axis). Near the edge and above

this line the electric field has a positive y component, reducing the magnitude of the aperture integral.

Eliminate regions above y = bsin(~) near and "above" feed arms 1 and 2. Similarly remove

those below y = -bsin(~) near and ''below'' the feed arms 3 and 4.

Straight line boundaries between the inner edges of arms I and 2, and between arms 2 and 4, as

indicated in Fig. 2.1 may be a practical solution. Away from the edges one might restore some of the

aperture in the directions of (= ±ja , but this may not help very much.

In a complementary way, the region below (and left of) feed arm 2 contributes to ha because of they
orientation of the y component of the incident field. This holds even outside the circle of radius a up to

'P=a2/b.

Add regions below arm 2 (near it) to the antenna aperture to increase Iha I. This again applies
y

to the symmetrical regions near the other three arms.



The electric field near the outer edge of arm 2 ('I' == a2 / b ) points perpendicular to this edge (line parallel

to the z axis). Consider a line extending from this edge to the left. Near the edge and above this line the incident

electric field has an unfavorable direction, while below it is favorable.

Include regions below y == (a2 / b]sin(¢o) near and "below" feed arms I and 2. Similarly include

those above y == _(a2 / b]sin(¢o) near and "above" the feed arms 3 and 4.

Straight line boundaries can be extended outward from the outer edges of the feed arms parallel to

the x-axis to increase Iha I. How far one may wish to extend the aperture outward is not so clear. Figurey
2.1 then indicates possible vertical aperture boundaries outside the 'I' == a circle as one possible choice,

given some desire to constrain the aperture width.

So what we have left as an antenna aperture is indicated qualitatively in Fig. 2.1. The shape somewhat

resembles a bow tie. The reciprocation circle of radius a can potentially be greater than Ymax' There is still the

matter of an optimal choice for ¢o (not necessarily tr /4) while maintaining the two symmetry planes.



Now consider the rectangular antenna aperture with four thin wires as the TEM feed as illustrated in Fig.

3.1. The wire radius It) is asswned small compared to both X() and YO (coordinates of wire I). Note that both

Y =0 and x = 0 are taken as symmetry planes of both the feed and the aperture. With wires 1 and 2 positive and

wires 2 and 3 negative, this assures that ha (taken positive) is the only remaining component of the aperturey
equivalent height. Note that we have asswned X) > X() (or equal in a limiting sense) for these calculations.

For present purposes consider wires 1 and 4 as a wire pair. The potential from this first wire pair is

distorted near the second wire pair (wires 2 and 3), but this is a small effect, occurring over distances of the order of

It), which we can neglect. This potential then has the form [2,4]

[
~-X()+j)

w«) = in (~X() _ j

[ ]2 [ ]2x-X() + 1 + Y
uK) = .!...In YO YO

2 [~;OX()r + [1-~r
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To calculate ha we can integrate u from the right wire pair, double this (by symmetry) to account for they
left wire pair, and divide by 48 accounting for both wire pairs. Alternately, one can divide one integral by 28

giving

1
= --

/'iv

dx - _1_ XII in
48

XO+Itl

XO-Itl
- _1 I in48

-xl

dx + _1_ XII in
48

xO+Itl

xO-Itl
= _1 I in48

-xl

+ O(u+'O) as !!L~ 0 (negligible contribution integrating near wires)
YO

xO-Itl
= _1_ I in

28
-xl

Xl
dx +_1_ I in

28
xO+Itl

2yO
~r =--

Xl -X()



~o ~o
hay = ; f q-2fn(1+ q2)dq + ; f q-2fn(1+q2)dq

~( ~r

+ O(u+'O) as jL -+ 0
YO

~ -1 ~-1

hay = ; [_q-lfn(1+q2)1~ +2J[1+q2J dq _q-lfn(1+q2)I~O +2J[1+q2J dq
~( ~( ~r ~r

+ o(u+ .1L)] as .1L -+ 0
YO YO

; [-2qolfn(1+q5) + q;lfn(l+qj) + q;lfn(l+qh

+ 4arctan(~) - 2arctan(q[) - 2arctan(qr)

+o(qolfn(~»)J as qO-+oo

The error in hay for small '0/ YO is rather small and can be neglected. However, for fg (appearing in

(1.1» the value of '0 / Yo is important. This fuctor has been treated for various ~ in [4].

ha = sin(~)a' == hoy

Ifwe fit a circular aperture in a maximum aperture half height of YO' then Yo replaces a' in the above formula

giving



This result is like two single-wire-pair circular apertures of radius YO driven in parallel. The filctor csc(~) blows

up for small ~, but this needs to be balanced with the lowering fg of the feed. For practical reasons the aperture

width needs to be limited anyway.

Yo=-
X()



ha
-L = 1 (3.18)
YO

This is precisely half the result in (3.14). Considering the discussion in Section 2, the deficiency here is the

lack of aperture illumination for Ix I> Xo . The field "outside" the wire positions contributes as much as that for

Ix I< X(). Looking near the wires where the field is strong, wires positioned at the aperture comers each have one

quadrant of field with favorable orientation within the aperture, while for xl > X() there are two quadrants for each

wire with favorable field orientation in the aperture. So Xl > X() seems to be important.

For completeness we can also see what happens for a narrow aperture with wires at the corners. In this

case we have

~: = ~[2fn~:d[1+0(qi2)] + 7t-2[; - ~il + O(qi3)]]
= ~ fn(~:)+l [1+o(qi2)] as q( ~oo



As one would expect ha is proportional to the width, but there is a logarithmic correction due to the field near they

XI = xo = yo, t/Jo :' sin(t/Jo) = .1
;r -+ 00 , ;£ = 1

hay = in(2) + ~ = 0.7206
Yo 1r 2

hay = Ji[in(2) + ~] = 1.019
YO 1r 2

Thus we see only a slight improvement over a circular aperture of the same half height and the same t/Jo. Again

we may wish to use more of the field near the wires.



4t) = YO
X()

4£ = 2yO = 4~O)[1+..!.Ax]-l =4~O)[1-.!..Ax+O([Ax]2)] as Ax.-+O
2X() +Ax 2 YO 2 YO YO YO

4r = 2 YO
Ax

4i1fn(1+4l) = 4jO)-1[1+..!.Ax] [fn(1+4jO)2} + fn(l+ 41-4}O~2J]
2 YO . 1+4jO)

= 4(O)-lfn(1+4(0)2} + Ax ..!.4(O)-lfn(1+4(0)2}
£ £ YO 2£ £

+ <l0)-I{_: 1,0)2[I +<10)'r' + 0([:rJJ
~ (,0)-1 tn( 1+1,0)2) + :[ ~<IO)-'tn(1 +1,0)2)_1,0) [I +<IO}2n

+ O([:rJ as : ~O



[
Ax ~(O) [[Ax]2)]-2aretan(~£)=-2aretan ~~O)_ YO+ + 0 YO

= - 2mrtan «)0») + ~ <)0) [1 + <}0)2r
+ O[[~nas ~-+O

1Z"-2aretan(~r) = arccot(~r) = q;1 + O(~;3)

= ~ ~ + O[[~nas ~-+O

Section 3.5.4 considers the square aperture with ¢to = 1Z" /4. Keeping the same ¢to for the feed anns, let us

widen the aperture a little to see what may be gained. From (3.26) we have

~~O) = 1

May = J... Ax [£n(2YO)+.!.[£n(2)+1] + O(Ax)]
YO 1Z" YO Ax 2 YO

1 Ax [ (2YO) ]== 1Z" YO £n Ax + 0.847

Ax
as -~O

YO



Ax
- = 0.1 (10010width increase)
YO
Ma
--y ::::0.112

YO

Ax
- = 0.05 (5% width increase)
YO
Ma
-y- = 0.0722

YO

Comparing to 0.7206 for ha / YO in (3.21) we see that a 5% width increase gets about a 10010increase in the
y

aperture equivalent height, and of course somewhat more for a 10% width increase.

Considering xl/YO fixed one can ask what value of X() / YO maximizes ha / YO. For this purpose we cany



1 ( 2) 1 ( 2)2o = --2ln 1+;( --2-ln l+;r
1rYO 1rYO

as the maximwn value obtained for this parameter. This agrees with the results in [2 (Appendix C.5)] for a single

wire-pair feed.

it does increase ha (in a circular aperture in that case) the wire radius It> increases considerably if one wishes toy

g = 2

ha 2[1 ]---2:... = - -In(5) + 1r -2arctan(2)
YO 1r 2



In the spirit of [4] let us move the arm-plane angle ~ from tr /2 (45°) up to tr /3 (60°). However, let

the aperture now be square instead of circular. Then we have

~ = 1, XO = cos(tr /3) = .!.
YO YO 2

4;t = "3' ;r = 4

hay = .!..[~fn(25) + .!..fn(17) + 2tr
YO tr4 9 4

-2arctan(~ ) - 2arctan(4)]

~ = sin(~) = J3 '" 0.8660
YO 2

ha
-L '" 1.1950
ho



So now we have some information concerning optimiaing IRA aperture design within constraints,

specifically within a specified rectangle with a four-wire feed. Modest increases in aPerture equivalent height are

possible by appropriate positioning of the feed conductors within the rectangle, as compared to a circular aperture

which fits in the same rectangle.

The practical case of edge-on flat-plate-cone feed arms is also of interest. Section 2 has considered this

case with qualitative results based on the orientation of the fields near the feed arms. More detailed calculations of

this case would give more precise estimates of the improvement attainable.
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